The Adventures and Learning Experiences During Camping
Camping has always been an adventure activity for years. It involves getting out of a normal
house and staying in a tent overnight. There is a process around picking the right campground.
It goes from finding the right area to finding one next to a waterfall. When I pick out a
campground I normally pick one with a hiking trail, for a great outdoor activity. When I pick
campground I notice if it is a state campsite. If it’s a state campsite I always know there will be
bonfires at night and bingo in the morning. I’m always excited to go camping to get out into
nature. I love the smell of the fresh oak trees and crickets at night when I sleep. There is always
a great learning experience every time I go.
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One time I even learned how to put together and, tent on my own. Another time I went I
learned, all about building a fire and, letting it roast overnight. My favorite Part of camping is
making smores for everyone to enjoy. I pick out a special piece of chocolate. Then I put on the
marshmallow, after that comes the cracker, to hold it all together. During the night, I normally
have to put a lot of bug repellent on. If I don’t put a lot on I will have many bug bites. There are
normally so much that I will lose count how many are there. I also always have to make sure I
put the right amount of sunblock on
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When it’s time to put together a tent for the day I make sure the camping spot has level
ground and doesn’t have a lot of rocks on the ground. Then I open up the trunk and get out all
of the supplies required to put together the tent. First, I spread out the mat to flatten the surface
where the tent will go. Next I put together the poles, one by one, to hold together the tent. Then
I put the poles in the tent to make sure it is standing straight up. The last step is to put the roof
on top, so no rain comes in over the night. I then put my sleeping bag inside and set up where I
want to sleep.
When I’m all finished, I zip up the tent. I start the day by making cereal with the camping
equipment. I start the fire with a lighter then I begin to boil the water. When it’s all boiled I pour
in the cereal flake by flake. After I ate, I make a list of activities I would like to do. I enjoy making
a list of 1 to 10 which activity for the day, which I would like to do most. When I’m all done I pick
the activity I favored the most and begin my Day. I decide to pick canoeing on my list. I begin by
picking out the right outfit that would fit the day.
When I’m done I go to the lady in the office and she gives me an arrangement of canoes to
pick from. After that, she teaches me how to row and boat. When I get in the canoe it always
shakes so I make sure I stable before I begin to go. Once I’m off in the water I see ducks and
much different fish in the water. There were frogs on lily pads and flowers next to them. When I
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was done, I came back and give the canoe back to the lady. In conclusion, camping is a scary
but adventure activities for many. It’s a learning experience to take risks, to get outside and,
explore the wildlife. Camping has always been a peaceful activity for many years. . I always
prepare for the worst and hope for the best.
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